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Abstract
We present a new approach to representing and acquiring controllers based upon
Cartesian granule features ± multidimensional features formed over the cross product of
words drawn from the linguistic partitions of the constituent input features ± incorporated into additive models. Controllers expressed in terms of Cartesian granule features enable the paradigm ``controlling with words'' by translating process data into
words that are subsequently used to interrogate a rule base, which ultimately results in a
control action. The system identi®cation of good, parsimonious additive Cartesian
granule feature models is an exponential search problem. In this paper we present the
G_DACG constructive induction algorithm as a means of automatically identifying
additive Cartesian granule feature models from example data. G_DACG combines the
powerful optimisation capabilities of genetic programming with a novel and cheap ®tness function, which relies on the semantic separation of concepts expressed in terms of
Cartesian granule fuzzy sets, in identifying these additive models. We illustrate the
approach on a variety of problems including the modelling of a dynamical process and a
chemical plant controller. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Cartesian granule features; Controlling with words; Fuzzy control; Mass
assignment theory
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1. Introduction
Traditionally fuzzy controllers have been acquired directly from experts in
the ®eld (i.e. were manually programmed), however this has led to many restrictions.
· The problems that could be modelled using fuzzy controllers were limited to
well understood tasks (either mathematically or behaviourally) [2].
· High dimensional problems were generally ignored.
· Problem domains where domain knowledge is overly dicult to capture (too
much, too little, too expensive etc. . .) for example in intelligent activities
such as plant control, scheduling etc. could not be addressed eectively.
· Fewer problems could be addressed due to the programming bottleneck
(software lag) that results from deploying such systems. Overcoming this issue is seen as one of the most important areas of computer science over the
next 20 years.
Automatic acquisition of controllers through machine learning is seen as a
means of alleviating many of the problems facing our cyborg society outlined
above. Numerous approaches to fuzzy modelling approaches exist. See Refs.
[11,16,47,51] for examples, where fuzzy modelling approaches have been applied to control problems (and other problem domains) with high degrees of
success. These approaches however, can suer from various problems including
decomposition error, over complex models and local minima models. For example the data browser approach presented in Ref. [10] can suer from decomposition error [43]. The approaches presented in Refs. [11,16,47,51]
provide no natural means of identifying or representing high-dimensional
systems. Furthermore, the identi®cation techniques used in these approaches
can suer from local minima models due to the hill-climbing search strategies
employed. These issues are not just limited to fuzzy based approaches but also
apply to other knowledge representation and identi®cation strategies.
The work presented here tries to overcome these limitations. This is enabled
through the use of Cartesian granule features ± multi-dimensional features
built on words ± and a corresponding identi®cation algorithm, G_DACG.
Systems can be quite naturally described in terms of Cartesian granule features
incorporated into additive models (if±then-rules with weighted antecedents),
where each Cartesian granule feature focuses on modelling the interactions of
its constituent subset of input variables. Additive Cartesian granule feature
models were originally introduced to overcome decomposition error, and also
to enhance the model generalisation powers and transparency [12,13,42,43]. In
the context of automatically identifying additive Cartesian granule feature
models from example data the discovery of good, highly discriminating, parsimonious Cartesian granule features, which adequately model the system at
hand, is an exponential search problem. Numerous system identi®cation algorithms exist (see Section 2 for a review), however, as alluded to earlier, most
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algorithms suer from various problems that arise from poor feature selection
and poor feature abstraction techniques. These problems include: inductive
bias introduced by ®lter feature selection techniques; local optimum models
that generally arise from the greedy nature of the search algorithms used in the
identi®cation process and also from treating feature selection and feature abstraction as two independent processes. Consequently, we propose the
G_DACG constructive induction algorithm, which automatically identi®es the
important variable interactions and their abstractions that should be described
using Cartesian granule features. The identi®ed Cartesian granule features are
then incorporated into additive models that generally provide good generalisation and transparency. G_DACG combines the powerful optimisation capabilities of genetic programming with a rather novel and cheap ®tness
function which relies on the semantic separation of concepts expressed in terms
of Cartesian granule fuzzy sets in identifying these additive models. Furthermore it avoids some of the pitfalls of other identi®cation algorithms such as
local minima and provides a population-based (collective) approach to ®nding
a solution as opposed to individual-based approaches.
The material in this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we overview
system identi®cation, focussing on the important roles feature selection and
feature abstraction play in this process. Various structure identi®cation strategies commonly used in machine learning are also reviewed. Section 3 serves as
an introductory section to Cartesian granule features, a corresponding induction algorithm and additive models. In Section 4 we present the G_DACG
constructive induction algorithm which automatically identi®es additive Cartesian granule feature models. We illustrate this G_DACG algorithm on various problems in Section 5 and compare the results obtained with other
standard machine learning approaches. Finally we ®nish with some conclusions in Section 6.
2. System identi®cation through induction
System identi®cation through inductive learning can be viewed as the nontrivial general process of discovering useful models or knowledge about an
application domain from observation data and background knowledge. System
identi®cation is a multi-faceted research area, drawing on methods, algorithms
and techniques from diverse umbrella ®elds such as knowledge representation,
machine learning, pattern recognition, cognitive science, arti®cial intelligence,
databases, statistics, probability, knowledge acquisition for expert systems and
data visualisation. The unifying goal of these areas is the identi®cation of
predictive models from data and background knowledge that can simplify or
enhance an application area. In this work, we are mainly concerned with the
black box approach to system identi®cation [34], in that we do not use any a
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priori knowledge in the model construction i.e. the model is constructed directly from the data or observations provided. Although expert or a priori
knowledge in various guises can be incorporated into the system identi®cation
process, this is not addressed in this paper. Traditional approaches to systems
modelling divide the problem of system identi®cation into two sub-problems:
those of structure identi®cation and parameter identi®cation.
2.1. Structure identi®cation
Structure identi®cation is mainly concerned with selecting the language (i.e.
the variables and their representations) in terms of which the models will be
expressed. This language is de®ned in terms of the input features (and their
derivations) and also for some forms of knowledge representations, in terms of
the feature universe abstractions (sometimes linguistic). Feature selection and
discovery form integral steps in this process. In fuzzy and other distribution
based approaches (such as probability density estimation, radial basis function
networks, etc.) a further level of identi®cation is required, where the granularity of the input feature universes needs to be determined. When dealing with
prediction problems (i.e. output universe is continuous in nature) the granularity of the output universe will also have to be determined. These type of
systems are not considered here however, [43] gives details and examples of a
heuristic approach to output granularity identi®cation in the case of additive
Cartesian granule feature modelling.
2.1.1. Feature selection and discovery
Feature selection can be viewed as the process of selecting those features
that should be used in the subsequent steps of an induction or modelling
process. Feature discovery can be viewed as a process of synthesising features
from the base features and consequently involves feature selection. The synthesised features (and possibly the original feature set) can then be used by any
induction process for the extraction of concept descriptions. Synthesised features tend to lead to more succinct and more discriminating concept descriptions. Numerous ways of synthesising new features have been proposed in the
literature including Refs. [11,15]; a genetic programming approach to the
synthesis of compound features as algebraic expressions of base features. These
synthesised features are subsequently used in fuzzy modelling. Several examples presented in Refs. [32,33,49] have incorporated feature synthesis indirectly
into model construction through genetic programming. Logical rule induction
systems such as AQ17 [36] generate new features by combining base features
using mathematical and logical operators in order to provide adequate concept
descriptions. Feature synthesis and selection also forms an important part of
neural network construction, where the hidden nodes may be viewed as higher
order features that are discovered by the learning algorithm. Features are
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automatically selected as a result of training. Principal component analysis [26]
oers an alternative route in constructing higher-order features from weighted
combinations of base features based on variance measures. In the work presented here we construct Cartesian granule features based on the cross product
of granules used to partition the base feature universes. In our work, and in
general, one of the most critical steps in feature synthesis is the feature selection
process.
There has been substantial work on feature selection in various ®elds such as
pattern recognition, statistics, information theory, machine learning theory
and computational learning theory. Numerous feature selection algorithms
exist. Refs. [17,30] characterise the various approaches as follows: those that
``embed'' the selection within the basic induction algorithm, those that use
feature selection to ``®lter'' features passed to induction, and those that treat
feature selection as a ``wrapper'' around the induction process. Since feature
selection plays a critical role in the discovery of Cartesian granule features we
now brie¯y examine the various approaches to feature selection using these
categories.
2.1.1.1. Embedded approaches to feature selection. Embedded feature selection
involves selecting features within the induction algorithm (single use/one-pass
of induction process), where the general idea is to add or remove features from
a concept description in response to an evaluation function e.g. prediction
errors on unseen data. The various techniques dier mainly in the search
strategies and heuristics used to guide the search. Because the search space can
be exponentially large, managing the problem requires strong heuristics. For
example, logical description induction techniques such as ID3, C4.5, and
CART carry out a hill-climbing search strategy, guided by information-gain
heuristics, to search programs (discover good features conjunctions), by
working from general to speci®c. The ASMOD algorithm, which identi®es
B-spline and neuro-fuzzy models, and its various extensions [18,27] are examples of an embedded feature selection strategy where the model is iteratively
re®ned by modifying, adding or removing features. MARS [22], a identi®cation
algorithm for truncated spline models, is also an example of an embedded
feature selection strategy.
These embedded techniques, due to the search mechanisms employed, are
very vulnerable to starting points, and local minima [17,18,27,30]. These
search techniques work well in domains where there is little interaction
amongst the relevant features. However, the presence of attribute interactions,
can cause signi®cant problems for these techniques. Parity concepts constitute
the most extreme example of this situation, but it also arises in other target
concepts. Embedded selection methods that rely on greedy search cannot
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant features early in the search. Although combining forward selection and backward elimination to concept
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construction may help to overcome this problem. A better alternative may be
to rely on a more random search such as simulated annealing, or a more
random and diverse search technique such as genetic algorithms or genetic
programming.
2.1.1.2. Filter approaches to feature selection. A second general approach to
feature selection introduces a separate process for this purpose that occurs
before the basic induction step. For this reason Ref. [30] have termed them
®lter methods; they ®lter out irrelevant features before induction occurs. The
pre-processing step generally relies on general characteristics of the training set
to select some features and exclude others. Thus ®ltering methods are independent of the induction algorithm that will use their output and they can be
combined with any such method. RELIEF [28] and FOCUS [1] and their extensions are amongst the more commonly used approaches to feature selection
and have been shown to contribute signi®cant improvements to a variety of
induction approaches such as decision trees, nearest neighbours and naõve
Bayesian classi®ers [17]. RELIEF samples training instances randomly, summing a measure of the relevance of a particular attribute across each of the
training instances. The relevance measure used is based upon the dierence
between the selected instance and k nearest instances of the same class and
k nearest instances in the other classes (``near-hit'' and ``near-miss'') [31].
REIGN [16] relies on the use of a feed forward neural networks (using back
propagation learning algorithm) combined with a hill climbing search strategy
to determine the features set that should subsequently be used by a fuzzy induction algorithm. Principal component analysis [26] is a form of ®lter that
constructs higher-order features, orders them and selects the best such features.
These features are then passed on to the induction algorithm. Filter approaches, while interesting and useful, totally ignore the demands and capabilities of the induction algorithm and thus can introduce an entirely dierent
inductive bias to that of the induction algorithm [30]. This leads to the argument that the induction method planned for use with the selected features
should provide better estimate of accuracy than a separate measure that has an
entirely dierent inductive bias; this leads to the wrapper technique for feature
selection.
2.1.1.3. Wrapper approaches to feature selection. A third generic approach for
feature selection is done outside the induction method but uses the induction
method as the evaluation function. For this reason Ref. [30] refer to these as
wrapper approaches. The typical wrapper approach conducts a search in the
space of possible parameters. Each state in the parameter space corresponds to
a feature subset and various other information depending on the induction
algorithm used (for example the granularity of feature universe in the case of
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Cartesian granule features). Each state is evaluated by running the induction
algorithm on the training data and using the estimated accuracy of the resulting model as a metric (other measures can also be used). Typical search
techniques use a stepwise approach of adding or deleting features to previous
states beginning with a state where all features or no features are present. The
G_DACG constructive induction algorithm presented subsequently in Section
4.3 is an example of a wrapper approach to feature selection. The wrapper
scheme has a long history within the statistics and pattern recognition communities [20,25]. The major disadvantage of wrapper methods over ®lter
schemes is the formerÕs computational cost, which results from calling the induction algorithm for each parameter set evaluated. The approach is also
susceptible to local minima when used in conjunction with stepwise search
strategies.
2.1.2. Feature abstraction
In the case of some forms of knowledge representation, an extra step in
language selection is required; that of feature abstraction. Feature abstraction
occurs usually in the form of partitioning. This helps reduce information
complexity and in some cases enhances transparency and understandability.
In fuzzy set based approaches to learning such as described in Refs. [47,51]
fuzzy partitioning is used. The granularity of the partitions in these approaches is determined heuristically. In the case of [51] granularity is determined using a clustering approach. In logical description induction techniques
such as ID3, C4.5 and CART feature abstraction is achieved through crisp
partitioning of the feature universes. This partitioning is normally accomplished by information-gain or purity heuristics. In general for these fuzzy set
and decision tree based approaches the system identi®cation algorithms perform the steps of feature selection and feature abstraction independently of
each other. This can lead to models that are sub-optimum in nature. In the
case of feedforward neural networks [24] partitioning is achieved through nonlinear weighted sum combinations of features. The number of hidden nodes
plays an important role in this type of partitioning and generally is determined
either manually or automatically through network constructor algorithms
[24]. In the case of Cartesian granule features, feature universes are abstracted
by words that are characterised by fuzzy sets (linguistic universes). The level
of granulation can be determined by expert input or automatically by the
G_DACG constructive induction algorithm. G_DACG combines the feature
selection and abstraction steps thus alleviating local minima problems.
Characterising the granules by fuzzy sets provides the added advantage of
smooth continuous behaviour across the universe of discourse. This is contrasted with a less desirable highly non-linear behaviour that typically results
from crisp partitioning.
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2.2. Parameter identi®cation
Parameter identi®cation on the other hand can be viewed primarily as an
optimisation procedure that ®ne-tunes the model language. In the case of
polynomial curve ®tting parameter identi®cation consists of identifying the coecients in the polynomial. This is normally achieved by minimising the square
of the output error. In most fuzzy set based systems parameter identi®cation
corresponds to identifying the location of the fuzzy sets that linguistically
partition the variable universes [47,51]. Once again commonly used procedures
such as the mountain method [51] achieve parameter identi®cation by minimising the output error using a back propagation type learning algorithm. In
the case of additive Cartesian granule feature modelling, parameter identi®cation is concerned with determining the class Cartesian granule fuzzy sets
(also selecting suitable granule characterisations) and also with setting up the
class aggregation rules for the constituent Cartesian granule features: estimating the weights associated with the individual Cartesian granule feature
(submodels); and tuning the rule ®lters. This is achieved by minimising the
square of the output error.
3. Additive Cartesian granule feature modelling
Cartesian granule features were originally introduced to overcome decomposition error, a problem which has plagued traditional AI and fuzzy approaches to knowledge based systems, and also to provide the transparency of
traditional symbolic AI approaches [12,13,42,43]. Cartesian granule features
are a new type of multidimensional feature de®ned over the Cartesian product
of words drawn from the linguistic partitions of the constituent feature universes. Variables de®ned over Cartesian granule universes can be viewed as
multidimensional linguistic variables whose states are Cartesian granules i.e.
Cartesian words where each word is characterised by a fuzzy set de®ned over
the corresponding base variable universe.
3.1. Cartesian granule features
Here we give a brief overview of Cartesian granule features. A granule
[53,54], is a fuzzy set of points, which are labelled by a word. This collection of
points is drawn together as result of indistinguishability, similarity, proximity
or functionality. A Cartesian Granule, is an expression of form
W1  W2      Wm , where each Wi is a word or label associated with a fuzzy
set de®ned over the universe Xi and where ``´'' denotes the Cartesian product.
A Cartesian granule can be visualised as a clump of elements in an n-dimensional universe sharing similar properties. A Cartesian granule universe is a
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discrete universe de®ned over P1  P2      Pm where each Pi is a linguistic
partition of universe Xi and where ``´'' denotes the Cartesian product. In other
words given a set of single attribute features fF1 ; F2 ; . . . ; Fm g de®ned over
fX; X; . . . ; Xm g, where Xi is a universe of discourse over which Fi is de®ned, we
form a linguistic partition Pi over each universe Xi . Partition Pi will consist of
labelled fuzzy sets as follows.
fAi1 ; Ai2 ; . . . ; Aic g:
We form the Cartesian granule space XP1 P2 Pm by taking the cross product of
the words associated with each fuzzy set across each partition Pi resulting in a
discrete universe
XP1 P2 Pm : fA11 A21 . . . Am1 ; A12 A22 . . . Am2 ; . . . ; A1c A2c . . . Amc g;
where each Cartesian granule is merely a string concatenation of the individual
fuzzy set labels Aij .
A Cartesian Granule Feature is a feature de®ned over a Cartesian Granule
Space. A Cartesian granule fuzzy set is a discrete fuzzy set de®ned over a
Cartesian granule universe. Each Cartesian granule is associated with a membership value, which is calculated by combining the membership values, individual feature values have in the fuzzy sets which characterise the granules. For
example, consider the Cartesian granule w11  w21      wm1 , where each wi1
is the word associated with the ®rst fuzzy subset in each linguistic partition Pi .
Here the membership value associated with the Cartesian granule w11  w21 
    wm1 is calculated as follows:
lw11 x1  ^ lw21 x2     ^ lwm1 xm ;
where xi is the feature value associated with the ith feature within the data
vector. Here the aggregation operator ^ can be interpreted as any T-norm
[29,41] such as product or minimum. The choice of conjunction operator is
considered in Ref. [43].
3.1.1. A Cartesian granule fuzzy set example
The following example illustrates how to form a two dimensional Cartesian
granule fuzzy set corresponding to a data vector. Using the single attributes
position and size (attributes associated with objects in a digital image domain)
we form a Cartesian granule universe. This is achieved by linguistically partitioning each of the base variable universes. One possible linguistic partition
could be
Pposition  fleft; middle; rightg and Psize  fsmall; medium; largeg:
This is depicted in Fig. 1. Next we form the Cartesian granule universe
de®ned over the words associated with the linguistic partitions. Our Cartesian
granule space will consist of the following discrete elements.
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Fig. 1. Fuzzy partitions of universes Xsize and Xpositiion .

Xpositionsize : fleft:small; left:medium; left:large; middle:small;
middle:medium; middle:large; right:small;
right:medium; right:largeg:
If we de®ne the position and size universes to be [0, 100] and [0, 100] respectively then the de®nitions of the fuzzy sets in partitions Pposition and Psize (in Fril
[11] notation) 1 could be
left:[0:1, 50:0]
middle:[0:0, 50:1, 100:0]
right:[50:0, 100:1]

small:[0:1, 50:0]
medium:[0:0, 50:1, 100:0]
large:[50:0, 100:1].

Then taking a sample data tuple (in the form áposition, sizeñ) á60, 80ñ yields
two fuzzy sets {middle/.8 + right/.2} and {medium/.4 + large/.6}. Next we form
the Cartesian product of these fuzzy data to yield a fuzzy set in Cartesian
granule space.
fmiddle:medium=:32  middle:large=:48  right:medium=:08
 right:large=:12g:
Here we have interpreted the combination operator ^ as product.

1
A fuzzy set de®nition in Fril such as middle:[0:0, 50:1, 100:0] can be rewritten mathematically as
follows (denoting
the membership value of x in the fuzzy set middle):
8
if x 6 0;
>0
>
<
x=50
if 0 < x 6 50;
lmiddle x 
> 100 ÿ x=50 if 50 < x < 100;
>
:
0
if x P 100:
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3.1.2. Mass assignment theory
A brief introduction to mass assignment theory is necessary to appreciate (1)
the methods used in the induction of concepts in terms of Cartesian granule
fuzzy sets (presented subsequently in Sections 2 and 3.1.3) the inference process
used within Cartesian granule feature models (Section 3.1.5). Mass assignment
theory has been developed by Baldwin [5,11] to provide a formal framework
for manipulating both probabilistic and fuzzy uncertainties.
A mass assignment over a ®nite frame of discernment X is a function
m : P X ! 0; 1;
where P X is the power set of X and satis®es the condition
X
m : A  1:
A2P X 

Every set A 2 P X for which m(A) > 0 is called a focal element of m. A mass
assignment can be viewed as a form of knowledge that expresses upper and
lower probabilities for the individual elements of the frame of discernment. In
other words, a mass assignment can be viewed as a family of probability distributions, all of which satisfy the axioms of probability theory and the upper
and lower constraints delimited by the mass assignment. Consequently, although mass assignments can represent probabilities they have the added
¯exibility of being able to represent uncertain probabilities. For example,
consider a class of undergraduate students where students can be classi®ed as
®rst-class honours, second-class honours or as pass. Consider the case where
there are 100 students, where it is known that 30 are pass students, 40 are
second-class honours or pass and the remainder unknown. This can be more
succinctly written in mass assignment format as follows.
MAClass  fpassg : 0:3
fpass; second-class honoursg : 0:4
fpass; second-class honours; first-class-honoursg : 0:3:
This mass assignment corresponds to the following family of probability distributions
0:3 6 Pr pass 6 1
0 6 Pr second-class 6 0:7
0 6 Pr first-class 6 0:3
such that
Pr pass  Pr second-class  Pr first-class  1:0:
A particular type of probability distribution is obtained by distributing
the mass associated within the non-singleton focal elements uniformly; this
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distribution is termed as the least prejudiced distribution (LPD) [5]. In the case
of MAClass the corresponding LPD, LPDClass is given as follows.
Pr pass  0:3  0:4=2  0:3=3  0:6
Pr second-class  0:4=2  0:3=3  0:3
Pr first-class  0:3=3  0:1:
The transformation of mass assignment to a least prejudiced distribution is
reversible; hence given a least prejudiced distribution it is possible to ®nd a
corresponding mass assignment.
Mass assignments are related to fuzzy sets via the voting model [3]. Consider
that a variable V has a fuzzy set value f as follows:
V is f ;
where f is a fuzzy set de®ned on the discrete universe X  fx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn g
written more succinctly as follows:
n
X
xi =vi :
f 
i1

This proposition that ``V has a fuzzy set value f '' induces a possibility distribution over the values of X such that the membership values of xi are numerically equated with possibility i.e.
P x i   vi :
Suppose f is a normalised fuzzy set whose elements are ordered such that
v1  1;

vi 6 vj

if i < j;

then
P fxi ; . . . ; xn g  vi
so with the assumption that Pr A 6 P A for any A 2 P X , (where P(X)
corresponds to the power set of X) we can ®nd the mass assignment corresponding to the fuzzy set f is as follows
MAf  ffx1 ; . . . ; xi g : vi ÿ vi1 g

with vn1  0:

This can be extended to non-normal fuzzy sets so that the mass assignment
corresponding to the fuzzy set f looks like the following
MAf  ffx1 ; . . . ; xi g : vi ÿ vi1 ; f;g1 ÿ vi g with vn1  0;
such that a non-zero mass is assigned to the null set, in this case the mass
assignment is said to be incomplete. The extension to fuzzy sets over continuous universes is a little more involved and is achieved by taking alpha cuts of
the fuzzy set and proceeding in a similar fashion as described above with
continuous integrals.
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The relationship between probability and possibilities has been investigated
by others including [21,46,52]. Since the focal elements in the mass assignment
corresponding to a fuzzy set are nested (consonant) there exists a straightforward transformation from fuzzy sets to mass assignments to frequency distributions. This bi-directional transformation plays a vital role in the learning
algorithms presented in subsequent sections, facilitating learning through a
counting approach over granules/words and subsequent knowledge expression
in a transparent/intuitive fuzzy set format. Here we have merely presented the
discrete case; the continuous case is similar and is illustrated in Ref. [11].
3.1.2.1. Semantic uni®cation. In Refs. [4,5] a detailed presentation of the mass
assignment calculus (meet, join, restrictions, conditioning) is presented. In this
paper we are concerned mainly with the conditioning operation ± semantic
uni®cation. Semantic uni®cation is a conditioning operation between two mass
assignments [7]. This operation provides a very natural and formal means of
measuring the degree of ``match'' between concepts expressed in terms of fuzzy
sets, made possible through the bi-directional mapping between fuzzy sets and
mass assignments. The maintenance of the uncertain nature of the probabilities
in a mass assignment following conditioning, corresponds to two versions of
semantic uni®cation: interval and point-valued. Interval semantic uni®cation
maintains the uncertainty of probabilities present in the original mass assignments through its interval representations, corresponding to an upper and
lower bounds of the conditional probability, whereas point semantic uni®cation corresponds to the expected value of the membership of a fuzzy set f given
the least prejudiced distribution (LPD) of fuzzy set g [8]. This is expressed more
succinctly as follows for the discrete case
n
X
vf xi   LPDg xi ;
SU f ; g  Pr f j g 
i1

where both the fuzzy set f and g are de®ned over the universe X  {x1 ,
x2 ,. . .,xn }.
The continuous case is as follows
Z
vf x  LPDg x dx;
SU f ; g  Pr f j g 
x2X

where f and g are both de®ned over the continuous universe X. In this paper the
use of semantic uni®cation is restricted to point-valued uni®cation, although
future work could harness the more expressive interval uni®cation.
3.1.3. Cartesian granule fuzzy sets induction algorithm
Notions fundamental to the formation of Cartesian granule features and
fuzzy sets were presented in the previous sections. Here we extend these basic
notions and show how they can be applied in a machine learning context. We
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present an induction algorithm that extracts concepts from example data in
terms of Cartesian granule fuzzy sets.
Our proposed learning algorithm falls into the category of supervised
learning algorithms. Within this framework databases of examples of the form:
h~i; outputi
are utilised (for both training and testing), where ~i is a vector of values (where
each value can be numeric or linguistic i.e. a single value, an interval value, or a
fuzzy value) de®ned over the input attributes and are used to predict the output
attribute value (which may be a single value, an interval value, or a fuzzy
value). More formally a database D is de®ned over a set of attribute features
fF1 ; F2 ; . . . ; Fm g de®ned in turn over the universes X1 ; X2 ; . . . ; Xm . Here we have
extended the notion of a conventional database attribute value to the case
where uncertain or vague information can be speci®ed in terms of fuzzy subsets
or interval values. Supervised learning algorithms normally address two types
of problems, namely classi®cation problems and prediction/regression problems. We present the induction algorithm from a classi®cation problem perspective. A similar approach can be followed for prediction problems; instead
of using the natural data partitioning provided by the output classi®cation
feature to build cartesian granule fuzzy sets corresponding to each class value,
we generate a fuzzy partition in the output space (continuous) [43] and build
Cartesian granule fuzzy sets corresponding to each concept (fuzzy set) in the
output space.
3.1.3.1. Initialisation. We begin the whole induction process by selecting which
features should be combined into Cartesian granule features. On this front we
have proposed an automatic, near optimal, feature discovery algorithm based
upon a genetic search, G_DACG, which will be presented in Section 4.
However for now we can assume we will combine all the available input features into a Cartesian granule feature. Subsequently we form linguistic partitions over all attribute universes (both continuous and discrete) in the input
space. The feature discovery algorithm will also determine automatically the
granularity of the base feature universes and the granule characterisations. For
the purposes of presenting this algorithm we assume that we have an expert
who can indicate good linguistic partitions of the base feature universes.
Having generated linguistic partitions over the universes of the selected features, we form the Cartesian granule universe XCG . Next we split the database
of examples into two parts namely the training database Dtrain and the testing
database Dtest . Subsequently we partition the database Dtrain using the output
classi®cation values.
3.1.3.2. Extraction of Cartesian granule fuzzy sets from example data. We extract a fuzzy set de®ned over the Cartesian word universe from example
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data, corresponding to each class in the output space. We begin by initialising a frequency distribution DISTCG de®ned over all the Cartesian
granules in XCG . We then take each training tuple for a class TCi and
construct the corresponding Cartesian granule fuzzy set (i.e. linguistic description of the data vector) CGFCi using the approach outlined in Section
3.1.1. Subsequently we form the least prejudiced distribution LPDCi corresponding to this fuzzy set CGFCi via its mass assignment (see Section 3.1.2).
Next we update the overall frequency distribution DISTCG with this least
prejudiced distribution LPDCi . We repeat this process for all training tuples
in this class CC . This results in frequency distribution DISTCG de®ned over
the Cartesian granules corresponding to the class CC . We take this distribution to correspond the least prejudiced distribution LPDCG . We can then
form a mass assignment corresponding to LPDCG . Using the assumption of
the least-prejudiced distribution we distribute probability masses uniformly
within focal elements of the mass assignment and solve to ®nd the associated Cartesian Granule Fuzzy Set. We repeat the above steps for each
output classi®cation CC thereby extracting the corresponding class Cartesian
granule fuzzy sets. These induced Cartesian Granule fuzzy sets can then be
utilised to solve both classi®cation and regression problems by incorporating
them in to Fril product or evidential rules [11]. The induction algorithm for
prediction problems is described in detail in Ref. [13] and is summarised in
Fig. 2.
3.1.4. Additive Cartesian granule feature models
Refs. [14,43] highlighted the need for discovering structural decomposition
of input spaces in order to generate Cartesian granule feature models that
provide good generalisation and knowledge transparency. Cartesian granule
features incorporated into evidential logic rule structures [6,11] provide a
natural mechanism for capturing this type of decomposed approach to systems
modelling [43] and is referred to as an additive model. The use of additive
Cartesian granule feature models can lead to greatly simpli®ed models which
are comptractable (computationally tractable) and are amenable to human
inspection, thus providing insight to the system being modelled, while also
enhancing model generalisation.
The evidential logic rule structure captures very naturally additive Cartesian
granule feature models. A simpli®ed evidential logic rule structure is depicted
in Fig. 3. Here CLASS can be viewed as a fuzzy set consisting of a single crisp
value, in the case of classi®cation type problems, or as a fuzzy set characterising part of the output variable universe in the case of prediction problems.
Each rule characterises the relationship between input and output data for a
particular region of the output space i.e. a concept. A rule is generated for each
class in the output space.
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Fig. 2. Outline of Cartesian granule fuzzy set induction algorithm for prediction problems.

Fig. 3. Evidential logic rule structure.

The body of each rule consists of information expressed in terms of a list of
problem domain features. Here each Fi represents a feature, which is either a
single attribute feature, or Cartesian granule feature or some other type of
derived feature. The values FiCLASS of these features will typically be fuzzy sets
de®ned over corresponding universe Xi (again it can be a fuzzy set de®ned over
a single attribute universe or Cartesian granule universe and so on) corresponding to the output variable value CLASS. Notice how naturally we can
treat features of heterogeneous forms in a very homogeneous manner using
these representations.
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The weight term wi associated with each body term in the evidential logic
rule indicates its contributing weight of importance to this ruleÕs conclusion. In
generating evidential logic rules we need the additional step of calculating the
weights associated with each body term. Since the values of each the body
terms are fuzzy sets, regardless of the feature type being ¯at or Cartesian
granule in nature, the weights can be estimated by measuring the semantic
separation of the inter class fuzzy sets using semantic discrimination analysis
(as presented in Section 4.2). Each rule body is associated with a ®lter or linguistic quanti®er (expressed as a fuzzy set) that lends a linguistic interpretation
to the support value generated by the rule body. This ®lter can be determined
automatically from example data as discussed in Section 4.4.
3.1.5. Inference and decision making
Here we consider the general inference and decision-making processes used
within this framework of knowledge representation. As described in detail in
the previous section, each rule consists of a body of features and their corresponding fuzzy set values. These features may be ¯at or Cartesian granule in
nature. In the case of Cartesian granule features, when performing inference we
require the additional inference step that interprets the input data vector ~
x
linguistically (see Section 3.1.2.1) which results in the Cartesian granule fuzzy
set description CGD of ~
x. Then we merely carry out the semantic uni®cation
(SU) between the class fuzzy set CGF and the data fuzzy set CGD. In otherwords, in the case of Cartesian granule features
SU CGF j ~
x  SU CGF j CGD;
where ~
x corresponds to the input data and CGD to the Cartesian granule fuzzy
set description of ~
x.
In general, when dealing with systems where the individual universes are
granulated into fuzzy sets, multiple fuzzy sets and hence multiple fuzzy rules
are called upon to deduce an answer from a particular case. For any particular
test case, each rule is processed separately and then individual solutions are
combined to give a ®nal overall outcome. For each class rule in the rule set we
calculate its respective level of support for the body and head of the rule. For
evidential logic rules we calculate the body support B as
m
X
SU fiClass j ~
xi wiClass ;
BClass 
i1

where WiClass is the weight of importance associated with feature i for class
Class.
Having calculated the level of support for each hypothesis (classi®cation is
CLASS), some decision-making needs to take place. In the case of classi®cation problems when the rule base is presented with an unclassi®ed vector of
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data, inference is performed as described previously, thus yielding a point
support value Si for the hypothesis of the form (classi®cation is CLASSi ) associated with each class rule Ri . Then the classi®cation of the input data vector
is determined as the class CLASSmax associated with the hypothesis with the
highest support. In the case of prediction problems, the process of predicting of
the value of the output variable associated with the input data vector is known
as defuzzi®cation. There are many standard defuzzi®cation procedures such as
Centre of Area (COA), Centre of Gravity (COG) [29] which could be utilised
here. However we choose a procedure which incorporates the spirit of the mass
assignment theory. The results of inference is a collection of rule hypotheses of
the form (outputFeaturei is fuzzyNumberi ): (ai ) which have non-zero supports
ai . In this case fuzzyNumberi is a fuzzy set de®ned over the universe of the
output variable. Our defuzzi®cation procedure involves ®rstly calculating the
expected value of least prejudiced distribution associated with each fuzzy set fi
via the mass assignment associated with fi [11]. This yields a collection of
values vi and the supports from their respective head clauses as follows (vi ):(ai ).
We then take the expected value of these values, which yields a speci®c point
value, i.e. the result of our inference. In other words we calculate the inferred
point value as follows
m
X
v i ai ;
v
i1

where vi is the expected value of the LPD associated with fuzzy set fi . The value
system. In the case where
vi corresponds to the predicted output value for theP
m
the sum of all the rule supports is less than 1 (i.e. i1 ai < 1), the rule supports, ai , are normalised as follows.
a
Pm i

j1

aj

:

4. System identi®cation of additive Cartesian granule feature models using
G_DACG
Having described parsimonious additive model structure in terms of Cartesian granule features as a potentially eective means of representing models
that provide good generalisation and model transparency, and having identi®ed their construction as a feature selection and discovery process, here we
present the G_DACG constructive induction algorithm which automates the
process of additive Cartesian granule feature model discovery and construction. Genetic programming [32,33] forms an integral part of the G_DACG
feature discovery algorithm. Before describing the G_DACG algorithm we
present the chromosome structure and ®tness function used.
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4.1. Chromosome structure
There are in®nite ways of forming the membership value associated with a
Cartesian granule in a Cartesian granule fuzzy set [13,42]. This would correspond to an in®nite function set in genetic programming terms. To date we have
mainly used two operators, product and min operators. Both the product and
min are intuitive conjunction operators [43]. However empirical evidence on
various problem domains seems to suggest that there is very little dierence
between the eectiveness of both these operators [13,42]. Consequently we have
reduced our function set to the product operator CGProduct. At a later date it
is hoped to allow a richer function set and genetically select appropriate conjunction operators. The arity of the CGProduct function can vary from one to
the number of available base features, though parsimonious (low dimensional)
Cartesian granule features are encouraged. This desire/behaviour is encoded in
the ®tness function.
Our terminal set consists of all the base features we wish to use in system
modelling along with their respective granularity range (abstraction). For example if we have two base features f1 and f2 and we allow a granularity range
of [2..4] for each base feature, then, we would have a terminal set made up of
the following
ff 1 G2; f 1 G3; f 1 G4; f 2 G2; f 2 G3; f 2 G4g;
where fi _Gj corresponds to base feature i and with a granularity of j.
Since we are currently dealing with just one function, CGProduct, we can
reduce the complexity of our chromosome structure from a tree structure to a
list structure. This becomes feasible as a result of the discrete nature of Cartesian granule features. The granularity range for the base feature universes is
very much feature and problem dependent, although a range of [2..15] is
thought to be sucient for most problem domains. The distribution of fuzzy
sets across each of the feature universes is set, by default, to uniform, in order
to decrease the search complexity. However, this could be automatically determined using the genetic search approach.
4.2. Fitness
The most important and dicult concept of genetic programming is the
determination of the ®tness function. The ®tness function dictates how well a
discovered program is able to solve the problem. The output of the ®tness
function is used as the basis for selecting which individuals get to procreate and
contribute their genetic material to the next generation. The structure of the
®tness function will vary greatly from problem to problem. In the case of
Cartesian granule feature identi®cation the ®tness function needs to ®nd
Cartesian granule features which give good class separation (class corresponds
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to speci®c areas of the output variable universe) and are parsimonious. Consequently when used in fuzzy modelling these features should yield high classi®cation accuracy with low computational overhead along with transparent
reasoning. Cartesian granule features can be determined individually for each
class in the problem domain (heterogeneous feature discovery) or alternatively
in unison (homogeneous feature discovery). The ®tness for an individual
Cartesian granule feature (for a particular class or all classes) is a weighted
combination of the discrimination (separation) of the individual and the parsimony of the individual, which is measured in terms of dimensionality of the
individual and the size (cardinality) of the individualÕs universe of discourse. In
order to calculate the semantic discrimination of a Cartesian granule feature we
need to construct the Cartesian granule fuzzy sets corresponding to each class
in the output universe. Subsequently the process of semantic discrimination
analysis determines the mutual dissimilarity of individuals, measured in terms
of the point semantic uni®cations between the Cartesian granule fuzzy set
corresponding to the current class CGFi and the other class CG fuzzy sets
CGFj . This is written more succinctly as follows
C

Discriminationi  1 ÿ Max SU CGFi j CGFj ;
j1
j6i

where C corresponds to the number of classes in the current system.
The dimensionality factor corresponds to the number of base features
making up a Cartesian granule feature. The size (cardinality) of a Cartesian
granule feature universe is simply the number of Cartesian granules in the
corresponding universe. During the process of evolution it is important to
promote individuals that have high discrimination, low dimensionality and
small universe size. The latter of these two desires are expressed linguistically
using the fuzzy sets depicted in Fig. 4.
We combine the individual factors in the following manner:
Fitnessi  WDis  Discriminationi  WDim  lSmallDim Dimensionalityi 
 WUSize  lSmallUinv UniverseSizei ;

Fig. 4. (a) Fuzzy set corresponding to small dimensionality in Cartesian granule features. (b) Fuzzy
set corresponding to small size of Cartesian granule feature universes.
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where WDis; WDim and WUSize take values in the range [0..1] and sum to 1. Since
Cartesian granule features of high discrimination are desirable regardless of
other criteria WDis tends to take values in the range [0.7..0.8]. The remaining
weight is split evenly amongst WDim and WUSize . The weights are determined
heuristically from trial runs.
4.3. Genetic discovery of additive Cartesian granule feature models (G_DACG)
The discovery of good, highly discriminating, parsimonious Cartesian
granule features is an exponential search problem that forms one of the most
critical and challenging tasks in the additive model identi®cation. Obviously no
parameter optimisation algorithm can overcome shortcomings in structure
identi®cation. An additive model composed of Cartesian granule features that
are too simple or too in¯exible to represent the data will have a large bias,
while one which has too much ¯exibility (i.e. redundant structure) may ®t idiosyncrasies found in the training set producing models that generalise poorly;
in this case the modelÕs variance is too high. This is an example of the classical
bias/variance dilemma presented in Ref. [23]. Bias and variance are complementary quantities, and the best generalisation is obtained when we have the
best compromise between the con¯icting requirements of small bias and small
variance.
In order to ®nd the optimum balance between bias and variance we need to
have a way of controlling the eective complexity of the model. This trade-o is
incorporated directly into the G_DACG discovery algorithm at two levels; one
in terms of a ®tness function for the individual Cartesian granule features
(submodel level) and the other at aggregate model level where lowly signi®cant
features based on semantic discrimination analysis are eliminated. In the case
of additive Cartesian granule features models, both the bias and variance can
be drawn towards their minimum, by adding, removing, or altering (granularities, granule characterisations) the constituent Cartesian granule features,
thereby generating models which tend to generalise better and have a simpler
model structure; i.e. OccamÕs razor, where all things being equal the simplest is
most likely to be the best.
As was seen earlier in Section 2.1, the search algorithm plays a big part
in the discovery of good features. It can in¯uence what parts of the parameter space are or are not evaluated due to local minima, starting states
and computational constraints. Each state in the parameter space corresponds to a feature subset and the granularity of the individual base features i.e. the feature selection and feature abstraction steps are combined.
The size of the ®nite space of all possible Cartesian granule features for any
problem given a ®nite number of base features is given by the following
equation:
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Gran
X

MaxDim
X

granularityminGran

dim 1

Num Of Features

C dim  granularity dim :

Note that in this case, the granule characterisations are assumed to be ®xed
(for example triangular fuzzy sets), otherwise, the complexity could potentially
increase by another order of magnitude. For a sample problem, like the Pima
Indian diabetes problem presented later in Section 5.2, the number of possible
Cartesian granule features runs into millions if the eight base features are
considered with base feature granularity ranges of [2,15]. In general the search
space will be of the order of millions, increasing exponentially with the permitted Cartesian granule features dimensionality. Consequently, traditional
approaches to feature discovery would prove computationally intractable even
for low-dimensional problems. Here we propose an additive Cartesian granule
feature model constructive induction algorithm centred around a pseudorandom, distributed search paradigm based upon natural selection and population genetics; genetic programming. The genetic search paradigm, due to its
distributed nature, avoids pitfalls such as local minima by exploring large areas
of the search space in parallel. Currently we use the steady state ¯avour of
genetic programming (SSGP) [32,48]. SSGP permits overlapping generations
and when used in conjunction with k-tournament selection avoids the problem
of losing good individuals. We use a ¯avour of SSGP where duplicate children
are discarded rather than inserted into the population [48]. This helps promote
diversity and avoids premature convergence in the population. Furthermore
since the individuals will solve problems collectively (rather than individually),
in the case of additive Cartesian granule feature modelling, this ¯avour of
genetic programming is deemed to be appropriate. From a feature selection
point of view, the G_DACG algorithm could be classi®ed as wrapper feature
selection algorithm in that it uses the Cartesian granule feature induction algorithm to evaluate the relevance of the individual Cartesian granule features.
The key steps involved in the G_DACG algorithm are as follows (see Fig. 5
for a schematic)
· Generate a random set of individual Cartesian granule features.
· Assign a ®tness value to each individual.
· REPEAT
 Generate n new ®tnessed children.
 Insert new children into population.
 Eliminate n individuals from the population.
 Determine best Additive Model.
· UNTIL a satisfactory solution or the number of generations expires.
· Determine best Additive Model.
Determining the best additive model from the discovered Cartesian granule
features can be performed at the end of each iteration of the genetic search or
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Fig. 5. G_DACG constructive induction algorithm.

at the termination of the algorithm. This takes the form of selecting n of the
best features (either heterogeneous or homogeneous discovered features) from
the current population and constructing the corresponding additive model (i.e.
determine the parameters of the model, see next section). Then super¯uous
Cartesian granule features are removed from the model by eliminating lowly
contributing features, using a process known as backward elimination [20],
thereby decreasing the additive modelÕs bias and its variance. Alternatively,
using the ®nal population of individuals (or a subset), a genetic search can be
performed of the possible additive models (of limited dimensionality). Structure identi®cation is also concerned with the number of rules (and hence the
number of classes in the output space) in our model. When dealing with
classi®cation type problems, structure identi®cation of this type reduces to
building one rule for each class. One technique that has been developed to
speed up the evaluation process is to cache the ®tnesses of the hypothesised
Cartesian granule features. In genetic searches, while diversity tends to be
relatively high, Cartesian granule features can be visited repeatedly. Exploiting
the cached results can lead to signi®cant computational gains.
4.4. Parameter identi®cation
Parameter identi®cation is concerned primarily with setting up the class
aggregation rules for the constituent Cartesian granule features: i.e. estimating
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the weights associated with the individual Cartesian granule feature (submodels) and tuning the class rule ®lters. We estimate the weights associated
with each Cartesian granule feature using semantic discrimination analysis.
Other optimisation techniques could be used. Since the submodels are being
aggregated using the evidential logic rule another degree of parameter identi®cation needs to be performed; that of learning the ®lter. This is addressed in
Ref. [43] where a data driven optimisation algorithm centred on PowellÕs direction set minimisation technique is presented. An alternative parameter
identi®cation technique based upon the Mass Assignment Neuro Fuzzy
(MANF) framework, where neural network learning algorithms can be applied
to learn the submodel aggregation function, is also considered in Ref. [43].
5. Results
The G_DACG algorithm has been illustrated and compared with other
machine learning approaches on a variety of problem domains including object
recognition [43]. Here we illustrate the approach on some benchmark machine
learning problems and control problems.
5.1. Ellipse problem
The ellipse problem serves as a simple illustration of the G_DACG algorithm from a classi®cation problem perspective. The ellipse problem is a binary
classi®cation problem based upon arti®cially generated data from the universe
RxR. Points satisfying an ellipse inequality are classi®ed as legal while all other
points are classi®ed as illegal. This is graphically depicted in Fig. 6 for the
ellipse inequality
x2  2y 2 6 1:
Thus there are two single attribute input features, X and Y. The universe of X,
XX is taken to be [ÿ1.5, 1.5] and similarly the universe of Y, XY is taken to be
[ÿ1.5, 1.5]. Dierent training, control (validation) and test datasets, comprising
of 1000, 300 and 1000 data vectors, respectively, were generated using a
pseudo-random number stream. An equal number of data samples for each
class were generated. Each data sample consists of a triple áX, Y, Classñ, where
Class adopts the value 0 for illegal indicating that the point áX, Yñ does not
satisfy the ellipse inequality, and the value 1 for legal otherwise.
5.1.1. A G_DACG run on the ellipse problem
Here we present the steps and parameter settings involved in a typical run of
the G_DACG constructive induction algorithm; we construct an additive
Cartesian granule feature model for the Ellipse problem. Genetic programming
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Fig. 6. Ellipse inequality in Cartesian space. Points in lightly shaded region satisfy the ellipse inequality and thus are classi®ed as legal. Points in darker region are classi®ed as illegal.

is integral part of the G_DACG algorithm genetically evolving Cartesian
granule features. As a result a lot of the algorithm parameters are GP related.
In a typical GP run the population size is limited to 20 chromosomes, due to
the small nature of the problem. Initial populations are generated using the
ramped-half-and-half procedure [32] i.e. half-random length chromosomes
and half full-length chromosomes. The length of chromosome range, in the
initial population and in subsequent generations is problem dependent but
parsimony is promoted. The k-tournament selection parameter k was set to
three for this problem. The G_DACG algorithm iterated for thirty generations (or if the stopping criterion was satis®ed it halted earlier, arbitrarily set
at 100% accuracy) and at the end of each generation three of the best Cartesian granule features were selected from the current population. The selected features were then used to form an additive Cartesian granule feature
model ± best of generation model. Backward elimination based on ®tness was
employed, eliminating extraneous lowly contributing features. Once the main
part of the G_DACG algorithm ®nished three of the best features that were
discovered during the G_DACG iterations were combined to form an ACGF
model ± overall best model. Again backward elimination based on ®tness was
employed. Subsequently the model with the highest accuracy was selected
from the best of generation models and the overall best model as a suitable
ACGF model for ellipse problem. In the case of this problem the best discovered ACGF model was generated by taking the three best Cartesian
granule features from generation 10 of a G_DACG run. This yielded the
rule-based model depicted in Fig. 7. The rule corresponding the legal class
consists of three Cartesian granule features, while the rule for the illegal case
consists of just two features. Backward elimination based upon semantic
discrimination eliminated the third feature from the illegal rule. The optimally determined ®lters correspond to the ``true'' ®lter (i.e. the identity ®lter
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Fig. 7. An example of an additive Cartesian feature model in Fril for the ellipse problem. This
model gives over 98.7% accuracy on test cases.

f(x)  x)) for this model (not shown in Fig. 7). The discovered additive model
yields an accuracy of 98.7%. A trapezoidal fuzzy set with 60% overlap was
determined to be the best granule characterisation in the case of the evaluated
models.
5.1.2. Ellipse results comparison
Table 1 presents a summary of some of the best results achieved using
various inductive learning approaches. All of the approaches examined here do
very well in modelling the ellipse problem from a generalisation perspective.
The discovered Cartesian granule features are very parsimonious in nature
compared to the more complex two-dimensional Cartesian granule features
model presented in Table 1. The granularity of the universes used in the additive models is much lower (three or four words) compared with what is required in the non-additive model (11 words) in order to achieve the same level
of accuracy. This reduction in granularity has been achieved by modelling the
important decomposed variable interactions as opposed to focussing on the
model of a single composed interaction.

Table 1

Summary of ellipse problem using various learning approaches
Approach

Features details

Accuracy (%)

Additive Cartesian granule
feature model
Two-dimensional Cartesian
granule features
Data browser (evidential
logic rules)
Neural network
MATI [9]

((X 4)) ((Y 4)) ((X 4) (Y 3))ÿLegal
((Y 4))((X 4) (Y 3))ÿIllegal
(X, Y), Granularity  11.60%
Overlapping Trapezoids
X, Y (non-smoothed fuzzy sets)

98.7
98.8

X, Y, and 3 hidden nodes
X, Y

99.5
99

94
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5.2. Modelling Pima diabetes detection problem
The problem posed here is to predict whether a patient would test positive or
negative for diabetes according to the World Health Organisation criteria given
a number of physiological measurements and medical test results. The dataset
was originally donated by Vincent Sigillito, Applied Physics Laboratory, John
Hopkins University, Laurel, MD 20707 and was constructed by constrained
selection from a larger database held by the National Institute of Diabetes and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases [45]. It is publicly available from the machine
learning repository at UCI [35]. All the patients represented in this dataset are
females at least 21 years old of Pima Indian heritage living near Phoenix,
Arizona, USA. There are eight input attributes the values of which are used to
predict the output classi®cation of ``testing positive for diabetes'' and ``testing
negative for diabetes''. These input-output attributes and their corresponding
feature numbers (used for convenience) are listed in Table 2. This is a binary
classi®cation problem with a classi®cation value of 1 corresponding to ``testing
positive for diabetes'' and a value of 2 corresponding to ``testing negative for
diabetes''. There are 500 examples of class 1 (positive) and 268 examples of
class 2.
5.2.1. Additive Cartesian granule feature modelling of Pima diabetes problem
The Pima diabetes data set of 768 tuples was split class-wise, approximately
as follows: 60% of data allocated to training, 15% to validation and 25% to
testing. We applied the G_DACG constructive induction algorithm to the
Pima diabetes problem. All eight base features were considered and Cartesian
granule features of dimensionality up to ®ve with granularity ranges of [2, 12]
were considered (while parsimony was promoted in the form of the ®tness
function used) thus yielding a multi-million node search space. The k-tournament selection parameter k was set to four for this problem. The G_DACG
algorithm iterated for thirty generations (or if the stopping criterion was satis®ed it halted earlier, arbitrarily set at 90% accuracy) and at the end of each
Table 2

Input base features for the Pima diabetes problem
No.

Class

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of times pregnant
Plasma glucose concentration in an oral glucose tolerance test
Diastolic blood pressure (mm/Hg)
Triceps skin fold thickness (mm)
2 h serum insulin (mu/U/ml)
Body mass index (kg/m2 )
Diabetes pedigree function
Age (years)
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generation ®ve of the best Cartesian granule features were selected from the
current population. The selected features were then used to form an additive
Cartesian granule feature model ± best of generation model. Backward elimination based on ®tness was employed, eliminating extraneous lowly contributing features. Once the main part of the G_DACG algorithm ®nished ®ve of
the best features that were discovered during the G_DACG iterations were
combined to form an ACGF model ± overall best model. Again backward
elimination based on ®tness was employed. Subsequently the model with the
highest accuracy on test data was selected from the best of generation models
and the overall best model as a suitable ACGF model for diabetes detection in
Pima Indians. In the case of this problem the best discovered ACGF model was
generated by taking the ®ve best Cartesian granule features that were visited
during the genetic search phase. During the genetic search process the granule
characterisations were set to trapezoidal fuzzy sets with 50% overlap. However
in this phase of the process, a variety of granule characterisations were investigated. A trapezoidal fuzzy set with 70% overlap was determined to be the
best granule characterisation in the case of the evaluated models. The best
discovered model from both a model accuracy and simplicity perspective
consists of two Cartesian granule features (arrived at by backward elimination), yielding a model accuracy on test data of 79.7%. The Fril code corresponding to this model is presented in Fig. 8. The negative class rule ®lter in
this case is more disjunctive or optimistic in nature than its positive counterpart. This optimism may arise from the fact that a single feature may be adequate to model this class.
5.2.2. Pima diabetes results comparison
The Pima diabetes dataset serves as a benchmark problem in the ®eld of
machine learning and has been tested on many learning approaches. Table 3

Fig. 8. An example of an additive Cartesian feature model in Fril for Pima diabetes detection. This
model gives over 79.69% accuracy on test cases. Note only the positive rule is shown here. The
negative rule has a similar structure.
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compares some of the results of the more common machine learning techniques
with the ACGF modelling approach. The Pima diabetes database illustrates a
parity-problem-type/chaotic behaviour (i.e. change one input feature value and
the classi®cation also changes) especially when the data is projected onto lower
dimensional feature spaces. This is re¯ected in the lack of semantic separation
of concepts represented in lower dimensional Cartesian granule features. The
discovered ACGF models support this in that they consist of submodels of
high dimensionality.
The Pima diabetes problem is a notoriously dicult machine learning
problem. Part of this diculty arises from the fact the dependent output
variable is really a binarised form of another variable which itself is highly
indicative of certain types of diabetes but does not have a one-to-one correspondence with the condition of being diabetic [37]. To date no machine
learning approach has obtained an accuracy higher than 78% [35]. The discovered ACGF models have yielded very high accuracies (79.7%), outperforming other machine learning approaches (see Table 3).
5.3. sin X  Y  prediction problem
In the previous sections we have illustrated the eectiveness of Cartesian
granule features in modelling classi®cation systems i.e. systems where the
dependent output variable is discrete in nature. Here however, we address
prediction problems (also known as function approximation) i.e. whose dependent output variable is continuous in nature. We demonstrate the eectiveness with which Cartesian granule features can model a non-linear static
system; based on the function sin X  Y . The sin X  Y  function (swanÕs
neck) has two base input variables, X and Y and is graphically depicted in
Fig. 9. The considered domain for both the X and Y variable, is [0, 3].
Dierent training, control (validation) and test datasets, comprising of 529 (in
grid fashion), 600 (randomly) and 900 (in grid fashion) data vectors, respectively, were generated. Each data sample consists of a triple hX ; Y ;
sin X  Y i.
Table 3

Comparison of results for the Pima diabetes detection problem
Approach

Accuracy (%)

Additive Cartesian granule feature model
Mass assignment based MATI [9]
Oblique decision trees [43]
Neural net (normalised Data)
C4.5 [38]
Data browser

79.7
79.7
78.5
78
73
70
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Fig. 9. Graphic representation of sin X  Y .

5.3.1. Additive Cartesian granule feature modelling of sin X  Y  problem
We applied the G_DACG constructive induction algorithm to the sin X  Y 
problem. Both base features were considered and Cartesian granule features
of dimensionality up to ®ve with granularity ranges of [2,14] were considered
(while parsimony was promoted in the form of the ®tness function used). The
k-tournament selection parameter k was set to three for this problem. The
G_DACG algorithm iterated for thirty generations (or if the stopping criterion
was satis®ed it halted earlier, arbitrarily set at an RMS error (root mean square
error) of 1%). The output universe was partitioned using both triangular and
trapezoidal fuzzy sets, both uniformly placed or positioned as a result of
percentile partitioning (i.e. placing roughly equal numbers of examples in each
fuzzy set), using a variety of granularities. Additive Cartesian granule feature
models consisting of three Cartesian granule features were constructed at
various stages during the G_DACG process. Backward elimination based on
®tness was also employed. As a result of the G_DACG process an additive
Cartesian granule feature model where each rule consists of a single two dimensional Cartesian granule feature was deemed to be the most suitable
model. The granularities of the base feature universes in this case were 14 and
14. The input granule characterisation was a trapezoidal fuzzy set with an
overlap rate of 40%. On the other hand the granularity of the output universe
was set to 6 where each granule was characterised by a triangular fuzzy set. The
output fuzzy sets were uniformly distributed over the variable universe. The
discovered model yielded an RMS error of 4.12%. The decision surface for this
model plotted against the actual surface is depicted in Fig. 10. When the
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Fig. 10. sin X  Y  decision surface generated using two-dimensional Cartesian granule features,
where the base feature universes have been partitioned using 14 trapezoidal fuzzy sets with 40%
overlap. The RMS error is 4.12%.

granularity of the input base features is increased to 20 an RMS error of 2.6%
is achieved.
5.3.2. sin X  Y  problem results comparison
The use of various types of Cartesian granule features incorporated into
rules has been investigated in the context of the sin X  Y  prediction problem.
Both one-dimensional and multidimensional Cartesian granule features were
investigated on an individual basis and when incorporated into additive
models. The use of strictly one-dimensional feature models for this problem
yields a high decomposition error. Cartesian granule features where the underlying granules are characterised by crisp sets can not be used to model
prediction problems and generally the crisper fuzzy sets tended to perform
badly in modelling this problem [43]. Modelling approaches which use decomposition including the one-dimensional Cartesian granule feature models
and the data browser suer from large decomposition errors. A results summary of each of the examined approaches is presented in Table 4. Overall
additive Cartesian granule feature models lead to high levels of accuracy for
this problem which also providing good model transparency.
5.4. Modelling a dynamical system ± the Box±Jenkins gas furnace problem
This example deals with the widely used benchmark problem of modelling a
gas furnace (an example of a dynamical process) which was ®rst presented by
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Table 4

Summary of sin X  Y  prediction problem results using various supervised learning approaches
Approach

Features details

RMS error

Neural network
Two-dimensional Cartesian
granule feature
Two-dimensional Cartesian
granule feature
MATI Decision Trees [9]

X, Y, and 7 hidden nodes
(X, Y), granularity  20, triangular
fuzzy set, output granularity  6
(X, Y), granularity  14, 40% overlapping trapezoids, output granularity  6
X, Y Trapezoidal fuzzy sets with
overlap degree of 50%, Output
granularity  5.
(X), (Y), regardless of granularity of
input or output spaces

2.19
2.6

One-dimensional Cartesian
granule features in evidential
rules
Data browser (conjunctive logic
rules)

X, Y (non-smoothed fuzzy sets)
regardless of granularity of output
universe.

4.12
4.2
25+
23+

Box and Jenkins [19]. The modelled system consists of a gas furnace in which
air and methane are combined to form a mixture of gases containing CO2
(carbon dioxide). Air fed to the furnace is kept constant, while the methane
feed rate can be varied in any desired manner. The furnace output, the CO2
concentration, is measured in the exhaust gases at the outlet of the furnace.
The dataset here corresponds to a time series consisting of 296 successive
pairs of observations of the form u t; y t, where u t represents the methane
gas feed rate at the time step t and y t represents the concentration of CO2 in
the gas outlets. The sampling time interval is nine seconds. Using a time-discrete formulation, the dynamics of the system is represented by a relationship
that links the predicted system state y t  1 to the previous input states u ti 
and the previous output states y(ti ), that is y(t+1) is a function of the previous
input and output states i.e. y t  1  f u t1 ; u t2 ; . . . ; u tn ; y t1 ; y t2 ;
. . . ; y tn . Here we have set the value of n to ®ve. Consequently we consider ten
input variables and our database reduces to 291 data tuples of the form
u t; u t ÿ 1; . . . ; u t ÿ 4; y t; y t ÿ 1; . . . ; y t ÿ 4  1.
5.4.1. Additive Cartesian granule feature modelling of the gas furnace problem
In the case of this problem all data tuples were considered for both training
and testing. The main reason for this is provide a comparison with other approaches presented in the literature. We applied the G_DACG constructive
induction algorithm to the gas furnace problem. All ten base features were
considered and Cartesian granule features of dimensionality up to ®ve with
granularity ranges of [2, 12] were considered (while parsimony was promoted in
the form of the ®tness function used) thus yielding a multi-million node search
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space. The k-tournament selection parameter k was set to four for this problem. The output universe was uniformly partitioned using eight triangular
fuzzy sets. The G_DACG algorithm iterated for ®fty generations (or if the
stopping criterion was satis®ed it halted earlier, arbitrarily set at an mean
square error (MSE) of less than 0.05). As a result of the G_DACG process an
additive Cartesian granule feature model where each rule consists of two
Cartesian granule features was deemed to be the most suitable model. The
model consists of eight rules and a trapezoidal fuzzy set with 50% overlap was
determined to be the best input feature granule characterisation. The performance accuracy of the model was measured based upon the mean square error
(MSE) between the actual data outputs and the model outputs, that is,
MSE 

N
1 X
_i 2
yi ÿ y  :
N i1

The discovered model yields a relatively low MSE of 0.128. In Fig. 11 the
model performance is compared with the original data. The Fril code corresponding to a rule in this model is presented in Fig. 12. Increasing the granularity of the output universe (and consequently the number of rules) can lead
to models with lower MSE, however, this also leads to more complex models.
For example, if the granularity of the output universe is increased to ten the
MSE of the model drops to 0.11.

Fig. 11. ACGF model predictions versus the actual data for gas furnace problem.
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Fig. 12. An example of a rule in the ACGF model for the gas furnace problem. This model yields
an MSE of 0.128. Here identityFilter corresponds to f s  s.

5.4.2. Gas furnace results comparison
The gas furnace problem serves as a benchmark problem in the ®eld of
system identi®cation and has been tested on many learning approaches. Table
5 compares some of the results of the more common statistical and fuzzy
based techniques with the ACGF modelling approach. Overall the ACGF
modelling approach generally outperforms the other fuzzy and statistical
based approaches from an accuracy perspective. The Takagi-Sugeno linear
model gives the best performance accuracy, however it lacks the transparency
provided by the other approaches including that of ACGF modelling. The
models generated by the various approaches were evaluated on the same data
that was used to generate them. As a result the results provided no information on the generalisation powers of the extracted models. From a model
transparency, the extracted ACGF model is relatively easy to interpret since
the extracted Cartesian granule fuzzy sets are all two dimensional in nature,
where the Cartesian granules are used to describe/characterise the various
concept fuzzy sets. The various fuzzy approaches listed in Table 5, dier
mainly in the identi®cation algorithms used. In general, they use local hill
climbing strategies and treat the steps of input variable selection and abstraction separately, which may subsequently result in models which are only
locally optimum.

Table 5

Comparison of results for the gas furnace problem
Approach

MSE

Box & Jenkins statistical (1970) approach [19]
Tong (1980) fuzzy model [50]
Pedrycz (1984) fuzzy model [40]
Linear model [47]
Takagi±Sugeno linear model (1993) [47]
Fuzzy position gradient model (1993) [47]
Nakoula et alÕs. fuzzy model (1997) [39]
Additive Cartesian granule feature model

0.710
0.469
0.320
0.193
0.068
0.190
0.175
0.128
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5.5. Modelling human operation of a chemical plant controller
Here we generate a model of an operatorÕs control of a chemical plant. This
problem and corresponding dataset is presented in Ref. [47]. The chemical
plant produces a polymer by the polymerisation of some monomers. Since the
start-up of the plant is very complicated, a human operator is required to
manually control the plant.
The dataset consists of 70 observations taken from actual plant operation.
Each observation consists of ®ve input variables (see Table 6 for details) and an
output variable corresponding to the set point for monomer ¯ow rate. The
human operator determines the set point for the monomer ¯ow rate and gives
this information to a PID controller, which calculates the actual monomer ¯ow
rate for the plant.
5.5.1. Additive Cartesian granule feature modelling of the chemical plant problem
In the case of this problem all data tuples were considered for both training
and testing. The G_DACG constructive induction algorithm was applied to the
chemical plant problem, where all the base input features were considered and
Cartesian granule features of dimensionality up to ®ve with granularity ranges
of [2,12] were considered. The k-tournament selection parameter k was set to
four for this problem. The output universe was uniformly partitioned using
eight triangular fuzzy sets. The G_DACG algorithm iterated for ®fty generations (or if the stopping criterion was satis®ed it halted earlier, arbitrarily set at
a root mean square error (RMS) of less than 0.05%). As a result of the
G_DACG process an additive Cartesian granule feature model where each rule
consists of a single Cartesian granule features was deemed to be the most
suitable process controller. The model consists of eight rules and a trapezoidal
fuzzy set with 5% overlap was determined to be the best input feature granule
characterisation. The performance accuracy of the model was measured based
upon the root mean square error (RMS). The discovered model yields an RMS
of 2%. The Fril code corresponding to a rule in this model is presented in

Table 6

Input and output base features for chemical plant control problem
No.

Class

0
1
2
3, 4
5

Monomer concentration
Change of monomer concentration
Monomer ¯ow rate
Local temperatures inside plant
Set point for monomer ¯ow rate
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Fig. 13. An example of a rule in the ACGF model for the chemical plant problem. This model
yields an RMS of 2%.

Fig. 14. ACGF model predictions versus human operator for the chemical plant.

Fig. 13. In Fig. 14 the model performance is compared with that of the human
operator.
5.5.2. Chemical plant results comparison
Overall the generated additive Cartesian granule feature model performs
very well when compared to the human operator. In the case of this problem
eight rules have been generated to qualitatively describe the behaviour of
the plant. When a neural network is generated using the same input features
as the ACGF model and with 4 hidden nodes an RMS error of 1% is
achieved.
The discovered ACGF model has a high complexity in this case and may be
suering from the uniform partitioning of the input feature universes. A more
ecient and possibly a lower dimensional Cartesian granule feature may result
from a data centred approach to partitioning. This is indicated by the number
of activated Cartesian granules in the individual fuzzy sets which is for most
concepts around ten. Currently other partitioning approaches such as clustering are been investigated.
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6. Conclusions
We have presented a new approach to representing and acquiring automatically, controllers from example data based upon Cartesian granule features incorporated into additive models. Controllers expressed in terms of
Cartesian granule features, enable the paradigm ``controlling with words'' by
translating process data into words that are subsequently used to interrogate a
rule base, and ultimately result in a control action. A corresponding constructive induction algorithm ± G_DACG ± which automatically identi®es
additive Cartesian granule feature models was also presented. G_DACG
avoids many of the pitfalls of other induction algorithms that arise from poor
feature selection and abstraction. G_DACG was illustrated on variety of
problems (synthetic and real world) and the discovered models in general
performed as well or outperformed (in terms of accuracy) other well-known
techniques in the ®eld. From a model transparency perspective, the G_DACG
algorithm, while yielding glassbox models in particular for the ellipse and gas
furnace problems, needs further work when applied to real world problems.
This is highlighted by the models discovered in the chemical plant problem
where the Cartesian granule feature is of high dimensionality and consists of
relatively high granularity. Cartesian granule features do however lay the
foundations for a learning paradigm that provides high accuracy, while also
achieving model transparency. Current work [44] is addressing the transparency issue as follows:
· Increase the expressiveness of the hypothesis language from attribute-value
to relational ± leading to relational controllers.
· Hierarchical modelling (somewhat related to relational descriptions of concepts) is a promising approach that facilitates the capture of deep knowledge
representation as opposed to the relatively shallow representations (considered here) and in most learning approaches.
· More natural and ecient means of representing attribute universes can
be achieved using data centred approaches such as clustering and quadtrees.
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